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The Rooming Houses of Furby Street 

By Mike Maunder 
with David Burley 

This magazine is part of a much larger historical study, Living on Furby, 
Narratives of Home. The larger study is a detailed history of one block of Furby, 
between Portage and Broadway, from its beginnings to the present day. This magazine 
extracts and elaborates material from the main study to focus on one aspect of the 
block's history- rooming houses. 

The understanding of rooming houses on the block has changed throughout its 
history, from a commonly accepted and respectable way of life in the block's first 
century, to a way of warehousing low-income people in substandard housing in the last 
20 years. To show this change, the history of the block is divided into four periods: 

BEGINNINGS 
ROOMING "HOMES" 
POVERTY 
REVITALIZATION 

--First Nations times to the Forties 
--The Forties to the Seventies. 
--The Seventies to 2003 
-- 1996 to 2008 

Each period is described with three to five chapters. These chapters tell the stories 
of many people who lived,in the houses. Their stories are placed in the wider context of 
historical events and·trends in the city and the country. 

At the end of each period, there is a brief discussion of some historical themes 
which we encountered as we did this research. These discussions include an 
explanation of how the research was conducted. We hope these discussions and 
explanations might encourage and assist individuals and community groups who want 
to undertake similar historical research. 

This magazine focuses on the rooming houses on Furby. But there is much more to 
the history of this block than simply rooming houses. 

The broader and more complex history can be found in the main historical study: 

Living on Furby, Narratives of Home, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1880 - 2005, 

University of Winnipeg, 2008 

http://ius.uwinnipeg.ca/WIRA/wira_publications.htm 
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12 Beginnings 

Historical Research 
How an accent can change history 

History is an exciting process. Finding stories like those of William "Big Bear" 
McLean, his daughter Amelia, the Breen family, P.J. Rykers and others who have 
lived on this block has been a delight of discovery. But mixed with this has been the 
need for researchers to recognize historical bias, including our own. 

A simple example from this history is the word, Metis. Initially, we follow·ed 
a practice to use Metis (without the accent). Metis (with the accent) is the word 
originally used by French mixed-ancestry people to describe themselves. The colonial, 
racial attitudes of the Hudson's Bay Company and the English elite led to Scottish 
.mixed-ancestry people being referred to by terms like "half-breeds", often in a 
derogatory way. Many historians have attempted to remove the racial stratification 
of these terms by using one word, Metis, (without the accent) to describe all the 
mixed-ancestry people who made up the settlement. But removing the accent can be 
offensive to the descendants of the original Metis. 

We decided to follow the practice of using terminology that the community today 
would use to describe themselves. This is not that straightforward, since there are 
many people and many shades of meaning. By using Metis (with an accent) are we 
marginalizing the many mixed-ancestry people of non-French descent who are proud 
of their own heritage? And what of the large numbers of mixed-ancestry people who 
don't see any distinction, who think of themselves as Scottish, or French, or Irish, 
or maybe, that vaguest of concepts, Canadian? It's obvious that you can lean over 
backwards with political correctness, but it's equally obvious that racism and racist 
terms are a standard part of Winnipeg's fabric. We've done our best to recognize this 
reality and avoid falling into the racist pattern ourselves. 

The pattern of one culture dominating another is even shown in something that 
seems so straightforward as drawing a map. The map on page four on which "Furby" 
first appears is a plan for the city and a plan which, when you look carefully, is pure 
imagination. This plan, for instance, envisaged Portage Road starting at Colony Creek. 
But Portage actually started at the Red River and became Winnipeg's main street. 
These early planners ignored it perhaps because this customary roadway was not in 
their plan for what they visualized as the future city. Just as it is the elite that gets to 
define the terms, it is the elite that gets to draw the map. "Conquest is followed by 
mapmaking," explained Hooley McLaughlin in his book, The Ends of Our Exploring. 1 

"And then the map is superimposed on all older maps, on the hopes and aspirations of 
the conquered." That is what happened in the Red River resistance when surveyors 
from Canada arrived in 1869 to lay out their new maps. 

Historical records, terminology and maps are all imperfect attempts to capture 
the story of the past. Finally, another way is simply walking the street, getting to know 
the physical presence of these big houses. Just as the prairie and parkland created a 
unique environment for Aboriginal peoples to live their lives over centuries, this city 
block of big houses has created its own environment, its own cultural landscape. "If 
these walls could only talk," is an old expression. Just look at them and listen and 
you'll hear part of the story. 
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Historical Research 

Researching a city block, its buildings and the 
people who have lived there can involve several sources 
and methods. 

PRIMARY RESEARCH 
LAND, BUILDINGS AND PEOPLE 
In Winnipeg, an essential resource is the 8-page 

Guide for Researching Winnipeg Buildings, published 
by the City of Winnipeg Property and Development 
Services Department. It describes in more detail many 
of the resources introduced here. 

One way is to start with the buildings as they exist 
now and work backwards. You can find the roll number 
and the property description of the building you are 
researching at the City of Winnipeg Archives (CWA) 
at 380 William Avenue. The roll number enables you to 
search backwards through assessment rolls to the date 
of construction. This provides information on owners 
and construction. 

The Provincial Land Titles Office (lower level, 
405 Broadway) contains information on land ownership 
from the 1870s to the present. 

The best resource to find out about the people 
who lived in the buildings is Henderson's Directories. 
These books were published annually from 1876 to 
2000. They list and cross-reference addresses, residents 
and occupations. Particularly helpful are the block-by
block listings which enable you to trace the movement 
of people on and off the block each year. 

LIBRARIES, ARCHIVES 
Henderson's Directories are available at the 

Millennium Library (3rd floor, 251 Donald St.) and 
the Legislative Library (200 Vaughan Street). The 
Millennium Library also contains back copies of the 
Winnipeg Tribune, Winnipeg Free Press, the Hudson's 
Bay Company's Beaver magazine, a large selection of 
local histories and a specialized Winnipeg history room. 
Neighbourhood libraries often have local histories 
and back copies of neighbourhood newspapers. The 
Legislative Library contains resources such as Vertical 

Biographical Iiles. back copies of the Manitoba Free 
Press and the Winnipeg Free Press and census data for 
1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901. 

Census data for 1901, 1906 and 1911 is available 
online from Library and Archives Canada (http:// 
collectionscanada.ca). 

The Archives of Manitoba (also at 200 Vaughan) is 
full of resources- collections of historical photographs, 
diaries, letters and other original documents. The 
University of Manitoba Library and the University 
of Winnipeg Library contain many resources. Staff at 
all of these libraries are helpful and knowledgeable. 

Resources, such as indexed obituaries, are also 
available at the Manitoba Genealogical Society (Unit 
A - l045 St. James St.) and the Manitoba Historical 
Society (4th floor, 167 Lomba1:d Ave.). 

An excellent online resource is found at 
NewspaperArchive.com with issues of the Winnipeg 
Free Press and its predecessor the Manitoba Free Press, 
from 1874 through 1977. In Advanced Search mode 
of the Archive, simply enter the address or the name, 
as well as the years, that interest you. This was the 
source for the "Death Fast" story on p. 11. Winnipeg's 
Millennium Public Library subscribes to this service. 

SECONDARY SOURCES 
The last 20 years have seen many publications 

by historians focussing on particular aspects of local 
history-new exciting viewpoints-social, economic, 
cultural, religious, gender, and more. In this first period 
alone, we have listed in our notes a dozen widely varying 
authors whose works have enriched our understanding 
of this period. They range from Ihor Mayba, writing 
about early orthopedic surgeons to Basil Johnston, 
describing early Ojibway practices. Sarah Carter shed 
new light on the history surrounding William "Big Bear" 
McLean's daughter Amelia and the historical context of 
her life and writing. There's much more. We've listed 
our secondary sources in our notes. Consulting of notes 
and bibliographies can lead a researcher to many more 
excellent and informative books and journal articles. 
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paper route on Furby and reminisced about many families up and clown the street: a 

Polish family in that house; "two doctors out of that house;" the Michaylow family at 

287 Furby, "That was a family that knew how to party." 

The Michaylow family had purchased Mabel and Eunice's rooming home in 1949. 

The Michaylows, the Monastyrskis and many others were part of a major influx of 

Ukrainian, Polish and other families purchasing homes on the block after the war. 

They were families who lived their lives, planted gardens, raised children and, as a 

matter of course, took in a variety of roomers. The houses were crowded- just as they 

had been in the inter-war years as housing densities had increased- but it was the 

crmvding of families and children and rooming homes, not the gradual deterioration 

that housing reports were describing in other parts of the city. The arrival of these 

families injected new life into Furby for at least the next twenty years. 

The table below shows this major change-how the number of owner-occupied 

homes on the block reached all-time highs from the 1960s to the Eighties after the 

decline of the Depression and the war. 

Table: Home Ownership Occupancy on Furby (1911 - 2001) 2 

Year l9ll 1921 1931 1941 1951 1961 1971 1980 1991 2001 

Houses 31 31 28 28 25 23 24 24 20 18 

Owner-occupied 17 15 5 5 13 20 17 15 8 3 

Percent 54.9 48.4 17.9 17.9 52.0 87.0 70.8 62.5 40.0 16.7 

New Life for a City 
Just as ambitious hardvvorking people from 

different ethnic backgrounds revitalized the 

Furby neighbourhood, so too were new leaders 

from different ethnic backgrounds bringing a 

dynamic energy to Winnipeg's business and 

public life. 

Winnipeg was booming again with the post

war prosperity sweeping North America and 

much of that boom was clearly attributable to 

the large ethnic population that had originally 

been ghettoized in the North End. Manitoba 

historian, W.L. Morton, suggested that, "only, 

on the whole among the non-Anglo-Saxon 

Canadians of Winnipeg and the Mennonites of 

Steinbach and Altona were there at once that 

enterprise which made two industries flourish 

where none was before and the capacity to live 

a whole and vigorous life." 3 

Be that as it may, the non-Anglo-Saxons 

of Winnipeg were now entering the middle 

class and enlivening the city's businesses and 

arts. In 1956, the city elected a North End 

Ukrainian as mayor. Steve Juba would remain 

unbeatable and reigned for the next 20 years. 

By 1961, 27% of Winnipeg's Jewish population 

lived not in the traditional North End, but in 

River Heights. 4 John Hirsch's energy at the 

Manitoba Theatre Centre had national impact. 

There were many others. Maitland 

Steinkopf was one. As a businessman, he 

played a major role in developing the Polo 

Park shopping centre in 1959. He was in Duff 

Roblin's provincial cabinet in the Sixties. 

In 1970, the year he died, he spearheaded 

Manitoba's Centennial celebrations. That same 

year, he brought a Triple-A baseball team, the 

Winnipeg Whips, to the city. Writing a letter 

to a friend just before his death, Steinkopf 

praised Winnipeg, "Everything is possible in 

this city." 5 
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DISCUSSION ROOMING "HOMES" 
Oral History 

Whose History is it anyway? 
About half of our information on the rooming "homes" period came from oral 

history-interviews with people who were willing to share their stories of life on the 
block-and about half came from other historical sources. 

There are strengths and weaknesses to oral history. Probably the greatest 
weakness is that everyone's story is being told from their point of view, and that 
point of vievv is not all-inclusive. For instance, most people interviewed in this 
period were representative of the families that owned or ran rooming homes. They 
spoke of roomers who were "like family", but they didn't tell stories of roomers 
coming down and joining them for dinner or sharing other intimate moments. 
The one story from roomers, Mabel and Eunice, mentions almost nothing about 
their relationship with the owners, except that they were glad to move out when an 
apartment became available, partly because the new owners had noisy parties. 

What became apparent when we did manage to get stories from both sides (for 
instance, a few cases in the next five chapters when we hear from both owners and 
tenants of the same house) is that each side sees the same events differently and each 
has different perspectives on what was happening. Since oral history gives us one 
person's perspective, how are we, as researchers, going to use this information? Do 
we accept their perspectives at face value? What is nostalgia and what is history? 

This brings us to the great strength of oral history: the way that people being 
interviewed remember all kinds of details. They may not tie their details into any 
particular interpretation of what was happening, but they're almost always good 
about the actual details of what was happening. This can give us a vivid picture 
of the times and allow us to draw our own interpretations. For instance, Mabel 
and Eunice describe friends coming from the country and sleeping on the floor of 
their suite. This gives a clear idea of the modest standard of living in this period. 
Their distinction between rooming "homes" and rooming "houses" (on p. 16) was 
a crucial detail which allowed us to understand much of the history of the block. It 
was also a good example of how we can construct our interpretation of events from 
our perspective, but different people from different times will understand the same 
events in their way, not our way. 

Clearly any person's story can be interpreted and judged in different ways. 
Any history, whether it's based on oral interviews or standard historical materials, 
will choose to emphasize one set of facts and ignore others. In oral history, people 
have told us their stories because they trust us. They expect that we will reproduce 
their stories in a way that shows how they have interpreted events. As this book 
progresses into the Eighties and Nineties, it draws heavily on oral stories from many 
people who showed great trust and courage when they shared stories which include 
poverty, hardship, suffering, coping, drinking and illegal activities. 

What we have attempted to do in this history is to simply allow people to share 
their stories, without judging on our part. Where we could, we researched to verify 
or add details, but we felt it was important to respect all and to allow them to tell 
their story in their way. 
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Oral History 

There are several steps necessary in planning and 
carrying out this kind of oral history research. 

FINDING PEOPLE. 
The first challenge in oral history is actually finding 

people willing to share their stories. Using this period 
(Rooming "Homes") as an example, it is mainly based 
on five interviews - from Doug McKenzie (1946) to 
Janice Belluk (the Seventies). 

Three of these five interviewees were found as 
the two community researchers explored their web of 
personal connections. We knew someone who knew 
someone. Having that intermediate person actually 
make the initial contact was critical: the prospective 
interviewee was being told about the project by 
someone they trusted. 

One of the interviews came as a result of methodical 
work and a cold phone call. In this case, the person 
who lived on the block in the Fifties had a distinctive 
name. There were only a few in today's phone book. A 
few calls later and we had contacted the right person. 

One interview came because we were able to 
arrange a story in the Winnipeg Free Press about 
halfway through our research. Local newspapers would 
likely give similar coverage to a local group who could 
tell them some of their preliminary findings. 

There were several other routes which may provide 
useful leads, local churches, neighbourhood groups 
and long-established business people. 

BUILDING ,TRUST 
Just as important as finding the people, is how 

you approach them. Our greatest success was when 
someone had a personal connection, even if it was two 
or three degrees of separation. Personal trust is critical. 
We prepared a small brochure on the project so we 
had something to show a person when we approached 
them. We found it was best in the first contact to simply 
explain the project and ask them if they'd be willing to 

explore it further. If "yes," then we'd get together and 
decide what their participation might be. 

The second contact might be an exchange of 
ideas about what details and questions the person is 
willing to share. Sometimes, the second contact might 
become the interview itself, or the first of two or three 
interviews. 

At this stage people being interviewed should feel 
some control over the process. It is their stories and 
their lives they are talking about. We accomplished 
this sense of control by preparing a brief form called 
"Interview Permission Form." In this form, they agreed 
to be interviewed and specified whether they would 
be recorded, video-recorded, or be anonymous. The 
project and the eventual storage and use of videotapes, 
audiotapes, etc. should be explained so people can give 
their informed consent. Ifthey're going to share their 
stories, they have the right to know what audiences 
their stories might eventually reach. 

CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS 
The questions should be agreed to beforehand so 

the people being interviewed are confident. As they 
talk, you .may end up deviating from agreed questions 
to follow up their line of thought, but they see that 
this is in response to what they've already said. The 
interviewer should not say much. Feed the interviewees 
the questions, make them feel confident and let them 
tell their story. 

Whenever possible we videotaped our interviews 
- a technological learning curve for all of us. (Note: 
it's vital to clean the tape heads between interviews, or 
you can lose conversations.) 

Having the interviews on videotape means 
different researchers than those conducting the 
interviews can watch them. Much detail is captured in 
nuances of expression. And the interviews are, quite 
simply, mesmerizing. Having people share their stories 
is really a precious gift. 
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The families were skeptical about what they were doing. "You know here I was 

aettino married and having a child with no obvious means of being able to support not 
0 0 

even myself, let alone a wife and child. I know there were an awful lot of people at the 
time who looked at that situation and thought, well, this poor little kid being born into 

this family with these irresponsible teenagers and what possible chance does that little 

guy have to make it in the world?" 
In February, Don moved out of his Furby room and in with Jamie and her parents. 

In the fall, he began university classes which would eventually lead to a life-long career 
in the Manitoba Department of Agriculture. He and Jamie are still married. Their 

"poor little kid" is now a surgeon in Calgary. 
Reflecting back, Don feels he was able to make something of his life because of 

the support he received from society. "I could never have done all those things. I could 
never have gone to school, I could never have raised family, I could never have got the 
advanced education that l got and therefore the jobs that I got if I hadn't had a lot of 
support from society and from, you know, things like scholarships, student loans, and 
all those kinds of things and, you know, reasonable levels of tuition. It certainly del1ned 
my political, my political view. I won't forget that.. .. I've paid society back many 
times .... Those experiences that I had at that time really defined in many ways what 
kind of society we should have and the social programs we should support. I'm quite 

adamant in support of those." 

Postwar Growth of Prosperity and Poverty 
The Fifties and Sixties in Winnipeg and throughout 

North America were defined by society's "lust for security" 2 

following the frugal years of the Depression and the Second 
World War. 

The lust for security was supported by the long post
war economic boom. Everyone's prosperity seemed to rise 
- buying cars, buying appliances, buying a home and yard 
in the suburbs. In the booming prosperity, taxpayers could 
afford to support a new liberal consensus to build social 
programs guaranteeing the Depression could never come 
again: Old Age Security (1951), Canada Pension Plan (1965), 
Medicare (1966), Canada Assistance Plan (1966), doubling 
of family allowance for low-income famiies (1970). 

But this consensus never really built a welfare state that 
would care for all of its citizens and transfer meaningful 
national income to the disadvantaged. "Rather, it provided a 
safety net against the worst of economic misfortunes and, in 
the process, obscured the fact that the gap between rich and 
poor was not closing," according to social historians Michael 
Cross and Gregory Kealey.3 

Numerous reports in the Sixties showed that, amidst 
prosperity, poverty was growing in Canada.4 In 1965 the 
Pearson government announced a "War on Poverty." A few 
months later, an increase in cabinet salaries led Opposition 
leader John Diefenbaker to grump as he glared at the 

government benchs, "They've won tlieir war on poverty." 
Even though Furby had always had its share of low 

income people, levels of poverty were far greater in 
other parts of the city. The North End had always been 
considered the poorest area of the city. By the 1930s, many 
central neighbourhoods were also showing serious signs 
of deterioration. The 1947 City of Winnipeg report (see p. 
15) described horrible conditions in the growing inner city. 
The areas on both sides of the CPR tracks were the worst, 
especially from the tracks south to Logan Avenue, and the 
poverty was spreading southwards, past Logan to Notre 
Dame Avenue, past Notre Dame towards Ellice. 5 

For just as there were growing numbers of the 
prosperous in the city, there were growing numbers of the 
poor, and they too needed homes. Mary Guilbault, a social 
worker with the Urban Indian Association in the Fifties 
and Sixties described visiting homes with "great big house 
rats .... The old grandma would sit there \Vith her blanket 
over her shoulders and a broom in her hand and shoo the 
rats away." 6 

Winnipeg was a city in which many citizens were 
buying suburban lots and summer cottages and many others 
were shooing away rats. Real poverty, although not as well 
documented as prosperity, was growing, and soon it \Vould 

reach Furby. 
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decline as well. She sold the Dairy Queen after she had a series of small strokes. As she 
became more disabled, she had to move and Lhe Manitoba Public Trustee intervened to 

take control. They turned over management of 276/278 Furby to a property management 
company. ln 1982, Mary suffered a stroke from which she never fully recovered. When 
Jean came to visit her mother's old suite, she was shocked at the decline of the house. A 
door had been kicked in; her mother's suite had been burgled; the refrigerator contained 
rotten food; and the living room was occupied by tenants who left quickly when Jean 
appeared. Several tenants appeared to have drinking problems. The house was filthy and 
run clown. As well as letting the house fall into disrepair, the property managers were 
renting to people whom Mary would probably have chased away with her broom. When 
Jean visited her mother three months later, the same food was still rotting in the fridge. 
By 1985, the house had been sold, and Mary had moved away. 

Once Mary had relinquished her hands-on control of her rooming "home", it had 
started to deteriorate. Through the Eighties and Nineties, people observed the same kind 

of deterioration up and down the block. 
Down the street at 265 Furby, Janice Belluk (sec p. 20) had turned 15 in 1975. 2 That 

was around the time that her parents, Stan and Mildred, decided to stop taking in 
roomers. By the Eighties, Janice noticed homes on the block were no longer being taken 
care of. Many of the children she'd grown up with had moved away. In 1985, Janice 
herself moved away but her parents stayed until their deaths in 1995. In those final ten 
years, Janice really noticed the neighbourhood going downhill. "They had a lot of-I 
don't want to say 'undesirables' in the area-but you'd have drunks come to the door at 

times." 
Taras Monastyrski (see p. 18) had moved out of the family home at 305 Furby in 

1965 but his parents were still there. 3 Mychalina was still bringing in roomers, but 
"that style of living was dying off in the Eighties and Nineties," Taras observed. They 
only had two roomers. Omelian passed away in 1988. Mychalina stayed on and did well 
keeping the place. Her security was a concern for Taras. One night someone broke into 
the house while she was there. A roomer phoned police and the burglar jumped out of 
the second-floor window. Mychalina admitted then to Taras, "I guess I gotta move out." 
But she would not leave immediately because of her cat. Then in 1994 she phoned Taras, 
"I'm ready to go ... the cat died." Mychalina herself passed away in 1996 and, in 1998,50 
years after the Monasytyrski family had moved in, the family sold the house for $10,000. 
It was demolished. 

The Dying of a Way of Life 
As MaryHerchieandtheMonastyrskisandtheBelluks 

passed away or moved on, a way oflife was dying with them. 
The children of those families were gaining new levels of 
prosperity and moving away. The big houses of Furby 
Street were passing into the hands of absentee owners 
who saw the houses as income properties. This was very 
different from the families who had seen them as homes. 

eight-year-old Cyril into her home when his mother 
was sick, neighbours sitting out on their steps sharing 
their gardens, impoverished students like Don Dixon 
arguing philosophy late at night in a neighbour's room. 

The way of life that was dying on Furby had been rich 
in what might be termed "social capital": the informal 
connections and mutual support that exist naturally 

in a community where families and neighbours and 
roomers know one another. People in Mary Herchie's 
time were rich in social capital: the way she brought 

This loss of social capital was not simply a Furby 
phenomenon. In his classic American study, Bowling Alone, 

Robert Putn~m quantified the decline of social capital in 
the Eighties and Nineties - our increasing disconnect 
from neighbours and social structures, whether the PTA, 
church, civic groups, or, hence his title, bowling leagues. 4 

From 1980 to 2000, social capital was 
dying. It was happening not only . on Furby, but 
it would have disastrous effects on that block. 
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11. "Murder's Half-acre" 
In the Eighties and Nineties, as one big house after another came on the market, 

they were bought by absentee owners. With little investment, the houses could be 
operated for a variety of tenants, whose only common denominator was their need for 
lmv cost housing- minimum-wage working people, people on welfare or pensions, 
drunks, druggies, people with mental disabilities and many more. For whatever 
reason-the lean, mean economics of the Eighties, changes to welfare, the influx of 
Aboriginal people in poverty from reserves-there was no shortage of people needing 
such accommodation. In the Eighties, deinstitutionalization became a provincial 
policy, releasing many psychiatric patients and people with developmental disabilities 
from institutions to live fuller lives in the community. Unfortunately, often due to 
the general decline in social supports and community life as a whole, many of these 
former patients ended up eking out a miserable existence in the cheapest accomodation 
available, usually rooming houses. 

Getting an accurate picture of this stage of the block's history is difficult because 
many who were tenants literally have never been able to speak for themselves because 
of mental and developmental disabilities, addictions or simply the shame and stigma of 
living at the bottom of society. A 2002 rooming house study of this area and two other 
areas of Winnipeg identified rooming houses as part of the way society had chosen to 
house and feed the poor-an "industry of poverty"-an interconnected network of food 
banks, soup lines and rooming houses.t During the rooming house study, one tenant 
gestured to the room around him: "When you look around, you know you're poor ... 
you know you're close to rock bottom." 2 For anyone who spent any time in many of 
the rooming houses on the block in this period, they can picture the filth and disorder 
of rooms with cockroaches, broken-down furniture and broken-down lives. Similarly 
many owners have hesitated to speak and be recorded. The bad owners are simply not 
interested. One good owner explained, "In any other business, if you make a profit, 
you're a good businessman. In the rooming house business, if you make a profit, you're 
a slum landlord." 3 

In 1985, the first newspaper articles began appearing describing the "looming 
presence of poverty and attendant crime" in West Broadway. A May 1, 1985 article in 
the Free Press ("The poor and trendy meet on the street") 4 described the area as an 
eclectic mix -"Plastik's jazzy, post-punk decor ... the homey, good earth atmosphere 
of Wheat Song Bakery ... native families eating out of our garbage can." The article 
quoted Larry Leroux who reported that his pharmacy had three armed robberies and 
three break-ins in the last year. He felt the establishment of a soup kitchen at Broadway 
Community Club was bringing transient people into the neighbourhood. The arrival of 
crack cocaine in the city in the Eighties didn't help. 

By 1996 the newspaper had given up on images like "trendy" and "eclectic mix". 
That year the Free Press coined the phrase "Murder's Half-acre" to describe the four 
streets, Spence, Young, Langside and Furby, that had the highest concentration of 
murders and violent crime in the city. 5 The four streets, from Sargent to Armstrong's 
Point had been picked as the first beats for community police officers under a new 
scheme of policing introduced by Police Chief David Cassels. 

"Doug C" lived in two rooming houses on the block in this period and remembers 
the changing conditions. 6 In 1981 he moved into the rooming house at 266 Furby. 
(Doug McKenzie's old house, seep. 15). It was owned then by a Mennonite man who 
was taking good care of it. Doug recalled that if he complained about drinking or 
other behaviour, tenants were kicked out. But in 1986, the rooming house was sold, 
Doug recalls, to a numbered company. "After he sold out, I stayed another year .... The 







------------------------------------- - - , 

Q. Would it be fair to say that you wanted somebody around when you were in that house for safety 

reasons? 

A. For safety reasons of the good tenants that we wanted to keep in there and that we wanted to put in 

there and I wanted a good caretaker that would bring those kind of people into the house. And so 

that I was very comfortable going there. 

Q. Would it be fair to say that in the-after you got John and just prior to getting John, you had 

evicted a number of people for drinking, breaking house rules, fighting, partying too loud 

and things like that? 

A. No, actually the house was quite full until John took it over. 

Q. Right. 

A. At that point, we were going to evict five, I think maybe six tenants. 

Q. Okay. And the reason for that was what? 

A. To clean house. 

Q. That's because these people were partying too loud? 

A. They were partyers and drinking and somebody had gone down the stairs, [believe, and had

there was a hole in the wall kind of thing and it was just getting rough; it needed to be 

tamed down again. 

One of the tenants was a man who worked in Winnipeg and had a home south of the city. He stayed in the rooming 

house on weeknights and returned to his regular home on weekends. His room was separated by one thin door from the 

main hall where the beating had taken place. He'd awakened in the night to hear a thump and a crash but had gone back 

to sleep. His observations: 
Q. That's a pretty rough house; would that be fair? 

A. I would say so. 

Q. And do you want to tell the jury what you mean when you say it's a pretty rough house. 

A. Well, it's like party there all the time. 

Q. And what's wrong with the parties? 

A. Well, if you've got to work, partying all the time is not very good. 

Q. So would it be fair to say that mainly the people there didn't work? 

A. I would say 95 percent. 

Q. Didn't work? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. And would you say that most of the people there drank a lot? 

A. That's a mild way of putting it. 

Q. How would you put it? 

A. Like swimming. 

Q. Because most of the people there were drunk most of the time? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. And most of the people not only were drunk most of the time but most of the people were doing 

other stuff as well, maybe sniffing, maybe doing drugs. Whatever there was to do, they would be 

doing it'? 

A. More than likely. 

Q. And one of the problems with being drunk all the time and doing sniffing and doing drugs and 

partying is that there would be lots of fights? 

A. I never really heard a lot of fights. There was a lot of noise going on but you never heard any fights, 

like big fights. 

Q. Were there some fights? 

A. Well, you hear arguing and that but I never heard anybody flying around or, you know. 

This brief glimpse into 276/278 Furby in October, 2001 shows a sharp deterioration from the quality of rooming 

house life that Donald Dixon remembered when he lived in the same house in 1971. Over the intervening 30 years much 

had changed on the block. The poverty Donald experienced was very different from the poverty of these later tenants. 
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The breaking point came in 2002. Police contacted him about tenants whose 
activities they were investigating. At that time, a community group conducted a survey 
of the block which identified two of the houses as part of a group of seven houses that 
were rundown and filled with illicit activities. 2 

"We gotta get out of this," remembered Jose, "We can't fix it." He sold the three 
houses to Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation, which was part of the 
community group seeking to revitalize the houses. 

A TENANT'S PERSPECTIVE 
Anna "Nanny" Morrissette lived in the West Broadway neighbourhood for 

25 years, and lived on Furby through the Nineties. 3 Her story represents many 
Aboriginal women-grandmothers and mothers-holding families together. 

She was born in Stonewall in 1925, daughter of Teresa Chief and Norman 
Morrissette. Norman Morrisette was a "Frenchman" whose family lived outside 
Stonewall in a low-lying area known as "The Bog." When Teresa died in 1930, 
Norman turned to her family to raise the children-Anna went with her aunt; her 
brothers with Granny Suzette. Granny Suzette was one of the strongest women in 
Nanny's life. She had been born before the Red River Resistance. A family picture 
shows a line of tipis with women, including Suzette, sitting in front. When Anna was 
18 and leaving Stonewall, she gave her ne\v-born daughter, Grace, to Suzette to raise 
-the third generation Granny raised. 

Life was hard as Anna grew up. She remembers working on farms, hoeing and 
harvesting sugar beets and potatoes. Around 1943, "Nothing much was happening" 
around Stonewall and she left to work in Winnipeg. After several months, she was 
homesick and returned home. Then she got a job with the CNR as a waitress in 
BC. Again she got homesick and returned. She tried another job in Alberta, but was 
homesick again. By this time Norman had married his second wife, Josephine, and 
lived in Winnipeg on Bushnell Street. He worked in the stockyards, Josephine in the 
garment industry. There were many visitors to the Morrissette house on Bushnell. 
Uncle Andy and Mary lived across the street; upstairs were the Parisiens, also from 
Stonewall. Anna lived with them on Bushnell and got work as a cleaning lady. Then, 
in 1955, she and Bert Starr got together. They lived in several homes in central areas 
of the city, all now demolished in the urban renewal projects of the Fifties and Sixties. 

They had four boys: Brent, David, Kelly and Ringo. Anna remembers how Ringo 
was given his name in 1964. It was a difficult birth so she was under anaesthetic. 
When she awoke, the nurses told her, "Ringo's doing fine, Mrs. Starr." 

"Who's Ringo?" asked Anna, who had planned to name the baby Bert. But the 
nurses had named him after the popular Beatie of the time and the name stuck. 

In the Seventies they moved to the home Anna remembers most fondly, 402 Boyd 
Avenue, in the North End. A six-room, two-storey house, it was a centre for Anna's 
family. Brent was married there. Anna and Bert parted in 1975, but the three boys 
stayed with her. They've lived together ever since. When Anna was asked why her 
sons, now grown up, have always lived with her, the 80-year-old grandmother replied 
a bit incredulously: "It's just family. I think I'd be lost without my kids .... That's how 
my life is, just me and the boys." In the late Seventies, Anna moved to West Broadway. 
The move simplified Kelly's bus ride to his job at a lumberyard. They moved first to 
308 Langside and then another apartment, where, for a time, Anna was caretaker. 

In the early Nineties, Anna, Kelly, David, and Ringo moved into 299 Furby. They 
had no idea the block had a bad reputation, but after settling in, "That's when I heard 
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"Poverty" vs "Deterioration" 
The Power to Fraine the Discourse 

The choice of "Poverty" as the theme for these chapters is an example of the power 
possessed by we who frame the discourse. The chapters equally could have been named 
"Deterioration" but this would have defined the challenges facing the community in terms of 
run-down buildings, undesirable tenants and increasing crime. The real question in this period is 
how quickly poverty arrived on the block-not the temporary, though real, poverty of a student 
like Don Dixon in 1970, but the deep poverty of alcohol and crack; of vermin and cockroaches 
and of a brutal murder in the same house where Don once lived. By framing the discourse in 
terms of poverty, we were able to attempt a history of poverty itself: how it was growing at the 
same time that most of us only remember the growth of prosperity, how it was concentrated in 
certain neighbourhoods, and how that growth in poverty gradually reached Furby. 

The power to frame the discourse is an enormous power. Those who are dominant in 
society claim that power to write the history and to make the assumptions that control us all. In 
a liberal society such as ours, there is a fundamental assumption that we are all equal, that we 
all have an equal chance to exercise this power. But obviously, all are not equal. As long as the 
poor do not control the public discourse and do not define the terms, their situation remains only 
partially visible. This is the ultimate loss of power. 

Mike Maunder organized the chart on the following page in an attempt to make the 
situation of the poor more visible. It attempts to show the relationship of several low-income 
groups to power in our society. The difference between modest poverty and the deep poverty 
that was becoming evident on the block was not just financial, it was a difference of power. 

This power is at two levels- the personal power of individuals over themselves and their 
situation, and the power of systems over individuals. 

The power of the individual resides in the ability to cope, an individual's personal sense of 
identity and dignity and meaning. This power is greatly enhanced by the kind of social capital 
that used to be evident throughout our society: the support of family, church and community 
institutions; neighbours like Mary Herchie bringing eight-year-old Cyril into her home; friends 
like those who formed the Canada Permanent House Club way back in 1911, the strength of the 
Aboriginal extended family today. 

The power of the system is mainly in our capitalist system with wealth for some and poverty 
for others; and in the systems we have constructed to deal with poverty-the safety net, the 
student grants that benefited Don Dixon, the various systems the poor often encounter: welfare, 
Child and Family Services and, for First Nation people, Indian Affairs, residential schools, etc. 

The top level in the various groupings of poverty is the kind of modest poverty we've 
heard a lot about in Furby's first century- impoverished students, women on low incomes, the 
hardships of P.J. Rykers in the Depression. To the extent that these people have been raised with 
systemic and personal power, they can live modestly in poverty and often overcome it. 

Deep poverty begins when people have not been raised with systemic pmver-similar 
groupings, but little power-the working poor, single mothers and children, Aboriginal people, 
the disabled. Their lack of systemic power, combined with low income, results in deep poverty. 

People fall to the bottom rung when both systemic and personal power are lost-the 
poverty of alcohol and crack, of vermin and cockroaches. Particularly at this level, it's vital to 
remember that, in all groupings, at all levels of society, there are both good and bad people. No 
group has dominance over goodness, only over power. 



Those who have 

systemic power 
and personal 

power 

Poverty and Power 
by /Vlike Maunder 

THE MODEST POOR 
People raised with power and privilege have their share of hardship and issues. For 

some, poverty may be temporary. But people raised with power and the knowledge 
of how it works are treated better by the system, partly because it has been created 
by people just like them. They know how to complain; how to write letters; how to 

organize to get what they want. 

THE WORKING POOR 
Many roomers over the years were working poor. Their personal power is strained 

by constant systemic financial concerns, "making do," second-hand clothes, not being 
able to afford the things they would like, living in a rooming house instead of their 

own apartment. 

WOMEN AND CHILDREN 
The rooming houses of Furby for many years were filled with women living on 

low incomes and having little power over their lives for systemic reasons. But they 
took responsibility for their children. From 1987 to 1993 the number of Canadians 
classified as poor rose from 3.5 million to 4.9 million, including 1.4 million children. 
Sixty percent ofthem lived in homes headed by single mothers. 1 

ABORIGINAL 
Colonization and white privilege systemically denied power, identity and dignity 

to First Nation people. Residential schools and child protection services intervened to 
destroy First Nation families. Part of Winnipeg's growth in poverty from the Fifties 
on included many Aboriginal people leaving the reserves (see p47). 

DISABLED 
Many disabled live in abject poverty, unless supported by their families. Physical, 

mental or developmental disabilities weaken personal power. Their numbers increased 
greatly in the Eighties, when systemic deinstitutionalization moved many people from 
residential care facilities to live in the community without care or supervision. 

THE BOTTOM RUNG- PERSONAL POWER AND ITS SUBSTITUTES 
Many people in all groupings live lives of deep poverty with great nobility and 

integrity sustained by their personal power-the modest poor, the working poor, 
women and children, Aboriginal people, the disabled. But personal power is fragile 

and there are many substitutes-substance abuse, domestic violence, crime-all of 
which bring power of their own for those being denied power. 

At this bottom rung, norms of behaviour change; addiction can be the main coping 

mechanism (life changes when you become addicted); chronic drinking and drug use 
becomes "partying"; joining a gang is simple survival. Beating the system is honourable 
and praiseworthy, because the system has done such a good job of beating you. 
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the houses on Langside and Transition House. Construction halted in 2001 amid 

· ndal audit of Lions Housing. J The project was picked up by Winnipeg Housing 

. .-.._ ... ~"· itation Corporation, Transition House opened in 2001 but closed a year later when 
Go Home, because of a change in directors, failed to complete the annual funding 

ication to operate the program. 4 By this time, after being abse,nt from the social housing 

since the lean, mean cuts of the early Nineties, the three levels of government were 

nning to recommit money to housing. They streamlined housing grants by combining all 

their various programs through the "single window" Winnipeg Housing and Homelessness 
(WHHI). Because of the large amounts of money involved, housing would soon 

the mqjor focus of revitalization. The Development Corporation formed a partnership 

Winnipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation to develop housing plans. One plan was for 

munity Land Trust to renovate 17 houses on Langsidc, Young and Furby. This prqjecl 

;ucce<~O(:a in the renovation phase, but was unable to actually operate as a Land Trust.· Nine of 

houses were sold to the original pioneers of the concept at 2002 prices; the remainder were 

on the rapidly escalating West Broadway market (up to $99,000). 
It was a project on Furby that initially held out some real promise to improve the lives 

house residents. West Broadway and Winnipeg Housing acquired four hot,_tses 

including the Correia houses, and hoped to develop them as model rooming 

/ll()US<~S for marginalized single people. Of all the redevelopment plans, this was the only plan 
recognized the need for rooming house accommodation. West Broadway 

Ministry joined the partnership. They held focus groups with rooming house 

.;.·~'"""·L~ asking for design input. They applied for WHHI funding, but in April, 2004, the 

:: <:JlfJIJH<><u•~"' was rejected and the model rooming house proposal died. 5 

The proposal died because WHHI's Proposal Fund Allocation Committee· had evolved a 

..... pl'in·Ciple that, if transitional housing were going to service primarily Aboriginal people, then 

"!:'.''""''"" developing the proposal should themselves be at least 50% Aboriginal. The West 
,:•~trr.·"r"""'"' Winnipeg Housing/ Community Ministry partnership couH:l not meet this critet;ia. 

There were several setbacks by 2004 that showed just how hard it was to maintain 

.'"'v·••uuu.u•J' partnerships --the collapse of the Lions Housing, the closing of Transition House, 
end.of community policing, failure of the rooming house prqject, charges of embezzlement 

neighbourhood youth program, the housing partnership between the Development 

;oroo1ratt.on and Winnipeg Housing fell apart, and Paul Chorney, who had pi~ered the 

of many partnerships, lost his job at the Development Corporation. 

Paul was philosophical about the losses and the gains of the exciting eight-year period in 

he played a major role: "Sometimes the garden is growing; sometimes the garden needs 
to rest," he explained. 6 

For those who were part of it, West Broadway's period of blossoming was one of the 

highest points. 

What is Revitalization? 
Community revitalization takes many forms. For 

many years in Winnipeg, revitalization had been 
" b 

West Broadway also raised another question: 

ur an renewal," large top-down projects in which 

whole neighbourhoods were bulldozed and rebuilt. 

The prevailing theory in the Nineties was to try to find 

community partners who would carry out revitalization 

Work on a more local basis. The West Broadway story 

shows how rewarding-and how difficult this can be, 

If you consider the problem of a neighbourhood to 

be deterioration, then revitalization means fixing 

up housing. But if you consider the problem of a 

neighbourhood to be poverty, then you try to build 

capacity and improve the lives of the people. What 

is the balance between the property theme and the 

people theme? 
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DISCUSSION PURPOSES OF THIS HISTORY 

A Block's History 
The purpose of this research prqject was to tell the history of an inner-city block 

and the people who had lived there in the hope that knowing this history could 
help planners and community groups who were attempting the revitalization of 
similar blocks. This block of Furby was chosen in August, 2004 at a time when the 
deterioration and poverty on the block were clear, but the shape that revitalization 
might take was not so clear. 

Thus was launched the larger history project-Living on Furby, Narratives of 
Home, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1880-2005. This magazine focussing on rooming houses 
is a small part of that study. 

The purpose .of any history should be to reproduce the facts and stories of the 
people and their periods as honestly as possible. Inevitably we who have written this 
history have shaped it by our own perspectives. But hopefully, in our telling, the stories 
of the people who actually lived on the block can shine through. It is through these 
stories that readers can draw their own conclusions. 

Probably the most powe1ful insight for the study as a whole came when we read a 
passage written by William Allison, an English professor who lived at 254 Furby in the 
early Twenties. He described how he felt in "my cosy library, alone with my thoughts, 
and as I looked at Jill, our fox~terrier, curled up on the sofa, I was conscious of an extra 
sense of comfort." 1 

Prof. Allison may or may not have been living on Furby at the time he wrote these 
words, but they captured something universal. Furby has provided a sense of home 
and comfort for many diverse people from Mayor Thomas Deacon to rooming house 
tenant Nelson Giesbrecht. Don Dixon described how his small room "became home" 
in the cold, cold winter of 1969. Nanny Morrissette's front porch at 299 Furby became 
a symbol of home, which was not so much a place of material possessions as a place 
where extended family and friends could gather. 

Nanny grew up on "the Bog" near Stonewall. Another child growing up there at 
the same time was artist William Kurelek. Historian Ramsay Cook described how 
Kurelek was haunted by images of his childhood home all his life, how a mystical bond 
with that prairie land created his art and created his understanding of home-"what the 
Spanish call querencia, contentment of familiar surroundings ... a sense of identity." 2 

No wonder Aboriginal people felt such a sense of loss when they left their prairie 
homeland for the reserves. No wonder 10-year-old Cathy Hoekstra cried when she 
moved to Transcona and left her familiar surroundings at 265 Furby--the "aunts" 
upstairs who had her in for tea, her friends like "Mumfy" and Roland next door. 

Furby, in all of its incarnations, has provided a deep sense of home for many. Many 
brought with them their own sense of what home should be and shaped the big houses 
on the block to meet their dreams. Many of them tell their stories here. Perhaps urban 
planners can use these stories to help people of all income levels find the homes they 
long for. Perhaps each of us can learn more about our fellow human beings by hearing 
and understanding these stories. 
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Aboriginal Roots of Poverty and Resilience 
This magazine focussing on rooming houses has 

paid particular attention to poverty. It is unfortunately 
true that many of those in poverty are Aboriginal. Not 
all Aboriginal people on Furby have been poor, but 

the reality of I ife for too many Aboriginal people on 
the block has been abject poverty and dysfunction. 
For instance, almost all involved in the murder trial at 
276/278 Furby were Aboriginal people. When the Social 
Planning Council first included Furby on the edge of 
Winnipeg's highest-needs neighbourhoods in 1980, they 
wrote: "Finally, and with some caution, we include the 
native household as indicative of a high need/ high risk 
group," 3 

Through these pages we have provided a historical 
background for mainstream poverty. To understand 
Furby's reality we need a similar understanding of the 
roots of Aboriginal poverty and the resilience with which 
the Aboriginal community has responded. Those roots 
go back to the loss of their prairie homeland which the 
First Nations suffered in the 1870s. For the First Nations, 
their share of the new way of life was a paternalistic 
reserve system that marginalized them and separated 
them from mainstream life. On the prairies, they were 
promised training in the new way of farming, but were 
never provided with the tools and techniques they needed 
to make such a fundamental shift in their culture and 
economy. 4 The new settlers, who did not have to make 
such a huge shift, were becoming successful, so why 
not Aboriginal people? Thus racism grew. And poverty. 
This was the reality of the new order for Aboriginal 
people-marginalization, racism, poverty and a system 
which denied power. 

The traditional way of hunters, fishers and trappers 
had never been rich in terms of material commodities 
but it did bring its own rewards, particularly a social 
order in which all members of the family played a vital 
role in the joint enterprise. As these positive aspects 
of traditional life vanished in the new order, physical 
poverty and the poverty of spirit deepened. In the 
Fifties and Sixties, as marginalized First Nation people 
arrived in the cities they often ended up in skid rows 
and decaying inner cores. 

One effective response to these social realities 
was developed by Aboriginal people themselves-the 
Indian Metis Friendship Centre movement, which 
began in Winnipeg in 1959. Stanley McKay, Sr. was one 
of many grassroots Aboriginal people who was part of 
that movement. He explained the ways the two cultures 

looked at poverty: 

"In the dominant society the important thing 
is independence. When you get your paycheque 
you're supposed to put away some of that money 
for what we like to call a 'rainy day' .... We look up 
to the guy with a lot of money. 

"In the old Indian custom we also prepared 
for that rainy day, not by accumulating wealth, but 
by sharing. The best hunter was the big man in 
the community. When he's sick, everybody tries 
to help him. This is the way he tries to prepare 
for the rainy day or when he's sick or old. And 
everybody looks up to him; not to the guy who 
hoards for himself; he's an outcast." 5 

It was building on this kind of sharing and natural 
networks that made the Indian Metis Friendship Centre 
so successful an answer to dislocation and poverty. From 
the Sixties onwards, Aboriginal people themselves have 
continued building their own networks to confront 
the long-standing problems they face. As with any 
people finding their voice, there have been successes 
and failures and many different approaches. Many 
found strength in the rebirth of ceremonies and the 
teachings and healings of the Elders. In the Seventies 
a proliferation of provincial and national organizations 
developed political power. The far-reaching land 
settlement negotiated by the James Bay Cree, and the 
Supreme Court of Canada "Calder" decision opened 
the door to just land settlements. Assumption of 
education and child welfare services gave power back 
to reserve bands and Aboriginal-run organizations. In 
the Eighties, Aboriginal rights were enshrined in the 
constitution. The "Indian Summer" of 1990 began with 
Elijah Harper voting in the Manitoba legislature to stop 
the Meech Lake Accord and ended with the stand-off 
between Aboriginal people and troops atOka. 

But despite progress and a resilient culture strongly 
rooted in family ties and community connections, 
the wounds of colonization are deep. As it was in the 
1980 Social Planning Council report, it is still true 
in Winnipeg in 2008 that being Aboriginal too often 

means being poor. 
For many years these poor-Aboriginal and the 

other poor of our society-were able to find their homes 
on Furby. As revitalization proceeds on the block, it is a 
question whether Furby will continue to provide these 

kinds of homes. 
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